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Abstract—The Zung self-depression scale and Beck Anxiety Inventory were used to study the depression and anxiety levels of Armenian Crohn’s disease patients, as well as to reveal the relation between emotional status and placebo effect of these patients. Despite of registered high levels of depression and anxiety, the high placebo rate during investigations was described. The importance of use of psychotherapies for optimal outcomes during treatments of Crohn’s disease is obvious.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most common condition during gastroenterology practice is functional gastrointestinal disorders (FGID) [1], [5]. As Drosmann noted, psychosocial factors in FGID concern to their effects on gut physiology; their modulation of the symptom experience; their influence on illness performance; their impact on outcome and the selection of the therapeutic approach and these factors are very important [5]. It is necessary to have the exact representation about psychotherapeutic "targets", which can be various types of individual response to illness and social deadaptation in connection with various forms of illness for the extensive use of psychotherapeutic methods to reach more results during the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases.

The symptoms of Crohn’s disease (CD) have been described since 1612; however, the disease identified in 1932 by Dr. Burrill Crohn and his two colleagues, Dr. Leon Ginzburg and Dr. Gordon D. Oppenheimer finally. CD is a chronic non-specific inflammatory disease, which can affect different segments of gastrointestinal tract comparing with other colitis. The disease often develops in the teenage years, though individuals in their 60s and 70s are also at increased risk. The exact origin of CD is not known yet, but the genetic, autoimmune and environmental versions are more considerable [7]. None evidence of CD to be caused by psychological factors, even relationship between psychological variables and CD suggested since 1949 [2], [4]. It has been shown that severe chronic stress can lead to increased inflammation [9], and a high incidence of psychopathology has been reported in CD patients [6], [9], [10].

Taking into account the above mentioned data, and despite of very rare frequency of CD patients in Armenia (3 cases for 1000 000 people) we aimed to evaluate emotional disorders of the CD patients as well as their depression and anxiety levels in order to investigate the psychiatric aspects of this disease. Also we aimed to study placebo effect for Armenian CD patients.

II. METHODS

Twenty-six volunteer patients with CD were enrolled in our study from different hospitals of Armenia. None of the study participants had been treated with antibiotics, hormones, radiotherapy, or any other immunosuppressive or chemotherapeutic agents for at least 2-3 weeks before the investigation. Except testing patients had been interviewed of their disease.

The Zung self-depression scale [11] have tested to assess the level of depression for investigated objects, and the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) was developed to address the need for an instrument that would reliably discriminate anxiety from depression while displaying convergent validity [3].

The questionnaires were used twice: before and after a month of placebo treatment. Placebo was administered twice daily, for 30 consecutive days during the investigations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Subjects. Among twenty-six Armenian patients with CD the mean age of the patients was 47.6 years and we observed male predominance. Histogram of the age of patients showed the characteristic biphasic distribution with two peaks between 20 and 50 years and between 70 and 75 years. Coexisting disorders demonstrated in 10% patients. Only a patient had need of surgical treatment. 62% of patients were from Yerevan, others were from different regions of Armenia. The majority of CD cases are diagnosed in young people (20-50 years) with the predominance of male patients. Generally we noticed that the majority of CD patients were from Yerevan.

Depression and anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients. The Zung self-depression scale is a short self-administered survey to quantify the depressed status of a patient. There are 20 items on the scale that rate the four common characteristics of depression - the pervasive effect, the physiological equivalents, other disturbances, and psychomotor activities. There are ten positively worded and ten negatively worded questions. Each question is scored on a scale of 1-4 (a little of the time, some of the time, good part of the time, most of the time). The scores range from 25-100.

The BAI offers advantages for clinical and research
purposes over existing self-report measures, which have not been shown to differentiate anxiety from depression adequately. The BAI scale consists of 21 items, each describing a common symptom of anxiety. The respondent is asked to rate how much he or she has been bothered by each symptom over the past week on a 4-point scale ranging from 0 to 3. The items are summed to obtain a total score that can range from 0 to 63.

The results of our investigations show that the studied CD patients were in different depression levels. We grouped the patients into 3 conventional groups: the patients with expression of low depression, patients with moderate depression, and patients with severe depression (Table I). Taking into account also the different anxiety levels of these patients, we grouped them into 9 subgroups finally (Table I).

We investigated the placebo effect for CD patients. The results of our investigations have shown the changes in emotional status of CD patients after the discontinuation of placebo administration (Fig. 1).

All investigated patients were sure that the “medicament” helps to decrease pain. At the same time, the quantity of patients both with low and moderate expression of depression, who also gathered high scores during the investigations on anxiety level - Beck” score above 36 was decreased (Table I). Emotional changes were obvious also for the patients from the groups of low level of depression. Two of patients gathered moderate scores for depression and anxiety before the placebo admission, and low scores after it (Fig. 1), and were ready for the continuing of treatment in clinics, despite they rejected it before.

As showed the results only a patient had severe depression (subgroup 9), and 46.2 % of all patients registered high anxiety (subgroups # 3, 6 and 9).

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with low depression (1, 2 & 3 subgroups). As the results have shown 34.6 % of patients gathered scores of low depression. However, they indicated that most of time they were more irritable than usual and the response to the statement “I feel useful and needed” was “little of time”. The patients of this group had different anxiety levels, and the patients with moderate rate of anxiety composed 66.7% of them (subgroup 2) (Table I). Most patients of this group indicated on the statements “fear of dying”, “fear of worst happening” as “bothering a lot”.

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with moderate depression. The largest group of CD patients, composing about 61.5 % of all patients, had moderate level of depression (Table I). These patients also indicated on various fears.

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with severe depression. As we mentioned above, only a patient had a high score (75) of depression. He also gathered the highest anxiety scores. The patient differs from other 25 patients; he was diagnosed as having neurosis, besides CD.

All interviewed patients complained of the unpredictableness of the symptoms of the disease, which they considered as a depressing factor. Some young patients were eager to consider their illness as ulcerative colitis as they knew it may be cured but such auto-suggestion didn’t help them to cope with the illness. During the investigation, we also noted differences between patients with favorable and unfavorable life conditions. The patients with unfavorable life conditions demonstrated high levels of depression and anxiety, and it’s a fact that patients with CD need specific healthcare.

**Placebo effect in Crohn’s disease patients.** Psychological supports are one of the important categories of therapy for FGID, which, can be viewed as a complex interaction of enteric neurochemical abnormalities with psychosocial and environmental factors. If psychosocial factors play no direct role in the diagnosis of most gastrointesinal diseases, psychosocial and socioeconomic factors modify the illness experience and influence the level of pain reporting, and use of medications. To investigate any therapeutic efficacy in gastrointestinal diseases, it is necessary to control the therapeutic effect against the placebo response. We investigated the placebo effect for CD patients.

The results of our investigations have shown the changes in emotional status of CD patients after the discontinuation of placebo administration (Fig. 1).

The results of our investigations have shown that the studied CD patients were in different depression levels. We grouped the patients into 3 conventional groups: the patients with expression of low depression, patients with moderate depression, and patients with severe depression (Table I). Taking into account also the different anxiety levels of these patients, we grouped them into 9 subgroups finally (Table I).

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity of Patients</th>
<th>Zung score of low depression (less or equal 49)</th>
<th>Zung score of moderate depression (between 50– 69)</th>
<th>Zung score of severe depression (more or equal 70)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before placebo</td>
<td>1  2  4  3  5  6  7  8  9</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After placebo</td>
<td>1  2  4  5  6  3  0  0  1</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9</td>
<td>1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As showed the results only a patient had severe depression (subgroup 9), and 46.2 % of all patients registered high anxiety (subgroups # 3, 6 and 9).

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with low depression (1, 2 & 3 subgroups). As the results have shown 34.6 % of patients gathered scores of low depression. However, they indicated that most of time they were more irritable than usual and the response to the statement “I feel useful and needed” was “little of time”. The patients of this group had different anxiety levels, and the patients with moderate rate of anxiety composed 66.7% of them (subgroup 2) (Table I). Most patients of this group indicated on the statements “fear of dying”, “fear of worst happening” as “bothering a lot”.

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with moderate depression. The largest group of CD patients, composing about 61.5 % of all patients, had moderate level of depression (Table I). These patients also indicated on various fears.

Anxiety levels in Crohn’s disease patients with severe depression. As we mentioned above, only a patient had a high score (75) of depression. He also gathered the highest anxiety scores. The patient differs from other 25 patients; he was diagnosed as having neurosis, besides CD.
psychotherapies can affect the outcome of not only quality of life (QOL) for patients, but also medical illness. The results of our investigations show the significant levels for depression and anxiety in Armenian CD patients, despite the fact, that none of investigated patients was in high level of depression. It has been shown the effect of placebo in the treatment of CD and the need of psychotherapy for further research.
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